At low temperatures DyAsO, and DyVO, undergo Jahn-Teller transitions from tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry, induced by coupling of Dy electronic levels to B1, lattice deformations. A pseudospin Ising Hamiltonian applies [I] , with the Ising states corresponding to the two orientations of the orthorhombic axes. In mixed Dy (As,V1-,) O4 crystals, the As/V mismatch generates random strain fields, of which the B1, component couples to the order parameter. This adds a static, random longitudinal field to the Hamiltonian, giving a structural realization of the random-field Ising model [2] . Studies in such a system would complement those on diluted antiferromagnets, where the interpretation in terms of theoretical models has not been straightforward [3] . Earlier capacitance measurements [2] in these mixed crystals revealed metastable behaviour which was attributed to pinning of orthorhombic domains by random fields. Neutron scattering measurements are reported here which provide direct information on the domain prop erties, including the response to applied ordering fields, an experiment possible in these ferrodistortive systems but not in antiferromagnets.
Single crystals of size and quality suitable for neutron scattering were flux-grown by Watts [4] . Compositions x = 0.995, 0.984, and 0.950 were examined.
In capacitance measurements all showed an apparent, somewhat rounded, phase transition, at temperatures TD = 10.4, 9.0, and 8.0 K respectively. Most of the results are from the x = 0.95 sample, which had the strongest random fields. Samples were mounted, with c-axis vertical, in the Oxford Instruments horizontalfield cryostat [5] at the C5 spectrometer of the NRU reactor, Chalk River. For e s h n a t i o n of Bragg peaks with high resolution and sensitivity, a two-axis configuration with collimations 0.15' and 0.20" before and after the sample, and neutron energy 26.3 meV (6.371 THz) was used. An applied horizontal magnetic field favours one of the two orthorhombic states, and, if large enough, forces the sample into a single domain.
The best resolution was achieved at the largest On application of a small ordering field, the favoured domains grow at the expense of the others, as shown both by the amplitude and by the narrowing of the Bragg peak. When the ordering field is removed (Fig. 2) , the domains relax partially to their original configuration. The domain-broadened peaks of figure 2 were found to be adequately fitted by Gaussian distributions, although the statistics do not rule out other shapes. After deconvolution of the resolution ellipse, the domain sizes at 4.2 K were estimated to be 105 PI after cooling in zero field, and 230 and 170 A during and after application of a 0.1 T field. When the sample was cooled in zero field to find temperatures of 5 K and 6 K, the domain sizes were similar. The observed domain behaviour is in qualitative agreement with ideas of domain properties in the random field Ising model [3, 71, where upon cooling, the system enters a metastable phase with domain walls pinned by the random fields. Domains smaller than a critical size thermalize (disappear) quickly, leaving a characteristic minimum domain size Rmin to be observed experimentally. If the cooling rate is relatively slow, R,in will not change significantly below TD. When an ordering field is applied the critical size increases [7] , allowing the smaller domains to thermalize. equilibrium phase, a system that is forced into greater order should retain it. This suggests that the multidomain phase in fact has the lower free energy at these temperatures, as indicated in some studies [8] , but an alternative explanation is that locally intense strain fields, not considered in the standard models, nucleates the recovery of the original domains. In summary, mixed Dy (As/V) 0 4 provides an example of a structural random field Ising system, for which neutron scattering allows direct investigation of domain pinning effects. Further studies, perhaps in a sample with stronger random fields, should enable close comparison with model calculations.
